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ANNOTATION

The brightness of Mars was measured in a narrow spectral

interval at a wavelength of about .l.4microns with a spatial

resolution up to 5 km by means of a photometer on board

"Mars-3".- The measurement trajectories intersected the martian

continents, seas, and polar cap. The phojometric profiles ob-

tained along the trajectories contain a great many fine details,

related both to changes in the albedo and to surface inclina-

tions. The photometric profiles of the continents are well

described by the Lambert law. The sea-continent contrasts reached

0.5. It was found that they could be explained either by a

difference in the particle dimensions (up to a factor of 3-4)

or by the relative content of absorbing material (probably

goethite). The optical thickness of dust clouds in the last

period of a dust storm in 1971 was determined from the change

in the sea-continent contrasts between December j1971 and

February,\1972. It was close to unity in regions close to the

equator.
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"MARS-3": PHOTOMETRIC PROFILES OF THE PLANET

IN A NEAR-INFRARED SPECTRAL REGION

V. I. Moroz*,.A. E. Nadzhip** and V. S. Zhegulev*

'. Introduction

The brightness distribution on the disk of Mars depends on /3*

the photometric properties of the surface layer and, to a certain

ext~nt\ on its composition and structure. Minnaert [l] proposed

a simple empirical formula which is convenient for specifying the

photometric properties of a planetary surface:

where B is the surface brightness,

Il is the cosine of the angle of incidence;

)2 is the cosine of the angle of reflection;

K is a constant depending on the structure and composition

of the surface;

E 0

BO =- P0 , where E0 is the illuminance of a horizontal

surface area perpendicular to the solar rays, and pO is the re-

flection coefficient for pl = 2 = I .i.e., the normal albedo).

USSR Academy of Sciences, Institute for Space Research

P. K. Shternberg National Astronomical Institute.

Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in original foreign
text.

Translator's note. Symbol B 0 in (1) printed in er ror as b O .
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Formula (1) is one of the simplest functions of p and - 2 which

satisfy the Minnaert principle of reciprocity.

In the presence of an atmosphere, the total brightness of a

planet is a composite of the atmosphere and surface brightnesses.

Besides, the brightness of the surface is reduced by the atmos-

phere. In the case of small optical depth of the latter:

7 (2)

where TO is the atmospheric optical depth;

' is the phase angle';

K (a) is the scattering indicatrix.

For observations from Earth, with the planet in opposition,

1,I =,ldl=5 d -e and;

0], (3)

where q = 2 k - 1. The quantity q is called a smoothness factor. /l

N. N. Sytinskaya performed a large series of measurements of

smoothness factors for natural terrestrial samples with the aim

of identifying the Martian surface material according to its

photometric properties [2].

For a surface obeying the Lambert law, k = q = 1. The para-

meter q, the normal albedo po, and the geometrical albedo p*

satisfy the simple relationship

.p2 P(4)

Diffusely scattering surfaces with. large reflection coefficients

(P0  1) are generally close to the Lambert cdefficient in terms

Translator's note: Inadvertently g ven in the foreign text as p.
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of angular dependence. For dark surfaces with small, values of

P0, the parameter q approaches zero. If p0 is assumed constant

on the planetary disk, then given absolute values of B at various

point on the planet (with different/ , it is possible to obtain.

the quantity po, hence q, TO and K (a) by the method of least

squares. This method was proposed by N. N. Sytinskaya [3] and

V. G. Fessenkov [4], and has been subsequently repeatedly used in

works by N. P. Barabashev, I. K. Koval, and their collaborators

[5 - 7].

Briefly, the results are as follows. The normal albedo p0

and parameter q in the visual region of the spectrum increase

systematically toward long wavelenths. The normal albedo p0 near

3500 A is approximately 0.05. Near A % 1 micron, p0 for the

bright regions levels off at about 0.40, and does not increase at

greater wavelengths. The parameter q accordingly also increases

with increasing wavelength. Around 6500 1 it reaches 0.5 - 0.6.

The difference in normal albedo between the dark and light re-

gions is a maximum (about a factor of 2) in the red and near-.

infrared wavelength ranges, and practically vanishes in the blue.

The optical depth of the atmosphere TO, on the contrary, de-

creases with increasing wavelength. In the red region of the /5
spectrum, the atmosphere (in normal state, in the absence of dust

storms) does not significantly affect the brightness.

Earth-based photographic and photoelectric measurements of

the brightness distribution on the Martian disk are unfortunately

insufficiently accurate, due to poor spatial resolution. All

published Earth-based photometry has a typical angular resolution

limit of,l arc second, corresponding to 300 km at the- center of

the disk even at the time of most favorable opposition.
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-Less-definite results of photometric obserVations obtained

with a spatial resolution of 5 -10 km are available in the spec-

tral region where the surface brightness has not been investi-

gated at all - around 1.4 microns. These observations were per-

formed using the photoelectric interferometric-polarimetric.

photometer IV-2 mounted on board the Soviet Martian space probe

"Mars-3"-

2. Instrument Details and Measurement Procedure

The chief purpose of the photometer IV-2 is determination

of the water vapor content of the Martian atmosphere from the ab-

sorption line strength in the 1.38-micron band. The principle of

operation of the instrument is described in another paper [8].

Here we only emphasize that use of the IV-2 instrument at these

wavelengths also yielded brightness measurements in a wavelength

interval of approximately 60 a. The total equivalent width of

the Martian H20 lines amounts to less than 1 percent of the filter

band width, and its effect on the measurement results can be ne-

glected. One of the outputs of the photometer ("continuous spec-

trum channel") was an electrical signal proportional to the

planet's brightness, transmitted by a telemetry system. The

drectional sensitivity pattern has a width of approximately

0._5\ radian for a response\of 0.5, which at a range of 1500 km

corresponds to 7.5 km at the surface of the planet. The time /6

constant of the instrument is 1.5 seconds. Measurement accuracy

is 1.5 percent from the scale of the instrument. Practically

the full scale was used.

The optical system of the IV-2 device includes a polarizing-

interference filter and transmits only one polarized component

of the continuous spectrum. However, the solar radiation re-

flected from the Martian surface in the near-infrared range is
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polarized very weakly. On the basis of available Earth-based

measurements [9], although these refer to slightly shorter wave-

lengths (to 1 micron) and to phases only-slightly less than full

(to 400), one expects the. polarization not to exceed a few per

cent. Consequently, it is possible to exclude the effect of

polarization from the analysis of results of the measurements.

The photometer IV-2 and other instruments in the astrophy-

sics package were rigidlymounted in the body of the automatic

interplanetary station (AMC) and oriented in a fixed direction

during measurements, which-was maintained by the vehicle's solar-

stellar reference system. Near passage through the pericenter

point of the orbit, the instrument was activated by optical sen-

sors a few minutes before the limb was intercepted. The inter-

cept occurred in the southern hemisphere (in-the latitude zone

60 - 700) and, thereafter, the optical axis scanned the surface

along a line approximating a great circle (measurement scan path)

for approximately 30 minutes, due to AMC motion. The scan paths

were determined to an accuracy of 1 - 20 in areographic coor-

dinates from the known vehicle trajectories. Additionally, in

some cases these accuracies were verified by comparing the photo-

metric profiles with "Mariner-9" photographs, and.with a map

based on the latter [10]. The location of the measurement paths

is shown in Figures\l - 4.

Measurements were made during seven pericenter passages.

The first two, December 15 and 27, 1971, occurred at the time of /7

a dust storm, and the third (January 9, 1972) was not entirely

free from its effects. The remaining four were made after the

dust storm had ended (February 3, 16, 28, and March 12). Sub-

stantial portions of the February scans pass close to those of

December, permitting a comparison of measurements during (speci-

fically in the latter stages) and after the storm. The March 12
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scan showed no definite relationship to the surface, and.its

position shown in Figure 1 is approximate.

At the beginning and end of a measurement sequence, a sensi-

tivity calibration was performed. For this purpose, a standard

lamp built into the photometer was activated for about one minute.

It operated up to the first and after the second limb crossings.

The calibration of the instrument during all measurement periods

remained constant to within a few percent.

3. Observational Results

Figures 5 - 10 show the photometric profiles from seven

measurement scans (December through January)- plus data on the

illumination and observing conditions (p1I 1 2' azimuth A). The

phase angle during each observing period remained constant with

-alues listed in Table 1. The scale of the cosine of the angle of

incidence p1 was chosen to demonstrate how well the Lambert law

(k = q = 1) approximates the brightness of the bright regions.

The continents are not entirely uniform according to their bright-

ness coefficient (note, for example, the February 16 profile

shows the northern continents to.be brighter than the southern

ones). However, they are far more uniform than the seas. The

Lambert law (B a 1 ) as can be seen in Figures 5 - 10, provides

a sufficiently valid fit for the bright regions. A rigorous de- /

termination of the magnitude of K (from the slope of log B p2

versus ig p1 U2 ) yields a value averaging slightly greater than

unity (1.0 to 1.1), but it is uncertain that any significance

can be attached to the difference.
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TABLE 1. -MEASUREMENT SCANS OF DECEMBER 15 -
FEBRUARY: PHASE ANGLE, DISTANCE OF MARS FROM

THE SUN, AND OTHER DATA*

0 r-4 Q

December 15, 1971 52 44 1 o,6 ,

Januar 9, 1972 5r I,473 0,727 0,42 I402

February 16, 972 57 52 087 02/x 03/x

February 28, 1972 59 1, 0,9, :,

Juy, 75 1 3 0? 4 0

Approximation of the smoothed photometric profile by

the Lambert law is ambiguou s for this date.

The scan of December 15 begins at the point =-5 , X =, 3569,

At first, the intersection of the optical axis with the surface
proceeds along the tract very fast; then itsspeed dereases, and

approaches the orbital velocity of the space probe. The first
five minutemas the path moves in eastward direction through the

latitude zone 60 - 67of then turns toward the northeast Ini-

tially the Sun is situated toward the East, then it gradually
swings toward the South Near longitude 290po, it is in the3
meridian (local noon), then sinks toward the optical axiWest. Near the /9surface

Equator, thealong the rackcrosses the terminator, andbeyond here passes
into the nighttime region of the planet. Ispacn the longitude zone

280 - zone 60240, the track crosses one of the little-studied dark

areas of the southern hemisphere, Promethei Sinus. Its photometric

profile is quite peculiar. A few minima of this profile (u, a,
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in Figure 5) may be related to the slopes of crater walls (u, a,

in Figure 2). Around latitude - 400 is the eastern border of

Mare Tyrrhenum; then comes Mare Cimmerium, whose northern bound-

ary is intercepted near latitude - 140. It must be noted that

the borders of the dark areas delineated on maps produced from

Earth-based observations, agree with out photometric profiles to

veryigh accurac-y In genera-l (within a few degrees).. n oli:

:profiles, t e e as a rle, are wider' by2 3  wh _i-E s .

explained by the high accuracy of measurements - the darkening

becomes evident earlier;the borders of the seas are shifted

towqad the bright areas.

The photometric profiles of Mare Tyrrhenum and Mare Cimmer-

ium are much smoother--in the scans of February 15, than the

profile of Promethei Sinus. The smooth character of the former

was evidently connected with dust clouds which reduced the con-

trast. From a comparison with the profiles obtained at earlier

dates (December 15, December 27, January 29 corresponding to

Figures 5, 6,7, respectively), it can be seen how the profiles

of the seas all become deeper and more irregular.

The December 27 and January 9 tracks are each very similar,

in their position on the map, to that of December 15, except that

they are displaced by 900 and 1800, respectively. They initially

traverse southern dark areas (Mare Australe, Depressio Helles-

pontica), move across a narrow "continental" region, then enter

seas in the equatorial zone. /10

The scan of February 3 was only partially used for technical

reasons. The scientific instruments were turned off within nine

minutes after intercepting the limb. The initial portion of the

tract crossed continental regions entirely; then a decline in_

brightness b:egan in the area of Mare Cimmerium, and the readout

is terminated.
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-The motion of Mars in its orbit and the evolution of the

orbit of the probe progressively alter the nature of the scans.

The initial points move northward, precisely northwestward. The

terminator is no longer crossed, and the scan paths are entirely

situated in the daytime region of the planet. But, on the other

hand, areas lying in high northern latitudes are traversed, up

to nearly 65 - 700 north latitude. On the scans of February

16 and 28, there are such small continental segments that their

approximation as Lambertian is not very valid (particularly,

February 16). Here, as well as on the previous scans, a certain

amount of t4e details in the photometric profiles correspond to

peculiarities in the relief (chiefly craters) discovered by

"Mariner-9".

At latitudes above 400 , in the second half of February,
the surface was cloud-covered, judging from the Mariner photo-

graphs and "Mars-3" photometri.c profiles obtained in the 0.36 -

0.5 micron wavelength range. These clouds, bright in the near-

ultraviolet range, were entirely imperceptible on the above-

mentioned profiles and, consequently, have a small optical depth

at a wavelength of 1.4 microns.

The contrast between the seas and continents on December 15
and 27 is evidently reduced in level from that of February 3 and

16, if those areas with similar coordinates are compared. This

comparison is presented in Table 2. Here the values of the

brightness coefficient pB = (v B)/(E0 P1 ) are listed for nearby

areas of the planet for each pair of corresponding dates, plus

longitudes, latitudes, and cosines of the photometric angles for

these areas. The contrasts are given by the relation K = /

(Bc - Bm)/Bm, where Bm is the brightness of the sea (solid curve)

Bc is the brightness of the continent (dashed curve, giving the

9



- TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF CONTRAST DURING AND
FOLLOWING THE DUST STORM*

Region Date A /U /4 Jf f A

Mare 12/15/71 -30 222 0,45'i 0,976 0,35 0,45 0,22
Cimmerium 2/3/72 -3C 215 0,826 0,855 0,28 0,44 0,36

Iapygia 12/27/71 -26 304 0,535 0,992 0,30 0,43 0,30
2/16/72 -25 299 0,872 .0,816 0,23 0,42 0,45

Commas represent decimal points.

interpolated Lambertian brightness level corresponding to the

continents). Evidently, the contrast in the period of the dust

storm was reduced by 50 percent. This latter fact may be util-

ized to estimate the size of the dust particles [11, 12].

The atmospheric transparency during the dust storm evidently.

varied with latitude. At 500 south latitude, on the scans of

December 15 and 27, the brightness profiles contain a large

amount of fine detail, while at the same time there are no de-

tails nearer to the Equator. The seas appear as shallow minima.

According to the degree of settling of the dust simultaneous

with an increase in contrast, the brightness coefficient of the

continents only slightly decreased. Table 1 gives the brightness

coefficient for the continents normalized to February 28. These

results were computed taking account of the reduced distance from

the Sun. The table shows that during the period of observation

the value decreased by only 10 percent.

For.February 28, we adopted a normal albedo p = 0.41, the

typical value for the bright regions of the planet in. acalm, /12

stormless period. It is taken from Earth-based observations in

10



the work of McCord and Westphal 113], with the qualification that

there it is incorrectly given as the geometric albedo. Taking

the absolute value pc = 0.41 for February 28, we found pc for all

the remaining dateslisted in-Table 1. In similar fashion, the

absolute brightness scale for our measurements'was obtained (to

the left along the ordinates of Figures 5 - 10).

Typical of all the profiles of the latter calm period (as

well as for the southern portions of the December 15 and 27 pro- ',

files) are narrow brightness minima, sometimes having large con-

trast. The widths of these peaks are a few tens of kilometers.

In many cases, they may be explained by slopes, i.e., local varia-

tions in Pl. For example, the dark feature a on the scans of

December 15 and February 3 appeared first of all upon crossing

the identical crater located near Y' 510,A = 2420 (Figure 2).

The half-width of this feature (in the profile) is 10 seconds,

.corresponding to 2 40 kilometers. An inclination to the horizon-

tal of approximately 30, based on an approximate estimate, is

sufficient for the observed brightness decrease.

In certain places, sharp brightness minima occur that are

difficult to attribut.e to slopes. For example, onithe scan of

February 16, the minimum at latitude - 470, if related to a slope,

leads to an angle of 200 over a base length of 30 - 40 km, which

can hardly be real. These details have an "albedo" origin. On

the February 16 profile, some ten dark details coincide closely

in position with craters discovered by "Mariner-9" (Figure 3).

4. On the Nature of Dark Areas

The difference between the dark and light areas is almost

unrelated to particular differences in relief. Thus-, so-c-alled

"craterless" areas always appear bright, but the possibility is /13
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not-excluded that their "craterlessness" is explained by local

dust storms. Since this is concerned mostly with the extent of

the cratered form of relief, the dust storms are equally plaus-

ible reasons for its distribution between the-dark.and light

regions.

For a long time, the question has been discussed whether

the dark areas are higher or lower than the bright areas. Alti-

metry based on CO 2 bands performed by "Mars-3" shows the dark

areas tend to be higher than the bright areas [14].

Sagan and his co-authors [15] note that dark spots

("splotches") on the Mariner photographs with sizes of a few

tens of km occur more frequently in the seas. However, these

occupy much too small a fraction of the total area to explain the

total albedo difference between continents and seas. The average

reflectivity of the sea-covered surface is unquestionably lower

than the continental, and intermediate between the latter and

the "splotches".

Periodic dust storms reveal the presence of finely granu-

lated material on the Martian surface. Concerning this, the re-

sults of infrared radiometry have been independently discussed

(cf., e.g., [16], [17]). Thus, it is natural to consider that

the simplest optical model of the Martian soil is a limited

horizontal surface of a semi-infinite medium consisting of fine

particles which scatter and absorb. From a consideration of the

atmospheric aerosols consisting of granules of the same size,

such a medium will be distinguished by a much higher packing

density. At a sufficient packing density, the effect of diffrac-

tion becomes negligible, but, on the other hand, the effect of

geometrical screening..of one particle by others arises'[18]-

The latter leads.to the appearance of a spike in the reflectivity

12



at small phase angles. At phase angles around 500, the screening

effect is negligible, and one can derive the photometric proper- /14

ties of the surface from the usual relations for optically scat-

tering media, provided that full account, is taken of the fact

that at high packing density, the effective values of the single-

scattering albedo and scattering indicatrix are altered, due to

the vanishing or weakening of diffraction effects. According to

an approximate theory for scattering of radiation in optically

thick layers, developed-by G. V. Rosenberg [19], the brightness

coefficient of a homogeneous medium averaged over azimuth is

given by

(5)
.. .( ,, q., a, x..- e

where a is the single scattering albedo;

'7-='l* ()caJ is a parameter characterizing the elonga-

tion of the scattering indicatrix (X,X= Ojfor a spherical

indicatrix, , 31 for a very elongated ori-);

h is the brightness coefficient for a = 1 (all other para-

meters of the,,medium are retained); h is a function of

x, I, ,/z differing slightly from 1;

S is a function of l u,,/,i also differing only slightly

from unity.

V. V. Sobolev [20] gives the expression for the "reduced"

albedo (the latter being the result of averaging p over p2):

(6)

where -oo plays a..role' analogous to S. Both expressions'ae

idenitical for small values of i I\.
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For spherical particles with not too large a refractive.

index (n < 2), and with sufficiently large radii,

'1 (7)

the albedo for single scattering is expressible in the follow- /15

ing way:

a p R) -, ) e ,_(8)

where D is the fraction of the diffracted light, and R is the

fraction reflected; K is the volume absorption coefficient of the

material; r is the particle radius. For light packing D 't 0.5,

and, due to the small n, R << D. With dense packing, in cases

where the diffraction effects vanish,

-,)e .(9)

According to Irvine [18], the particles can be considered

densely packed, and diffraction neglected when

n -- (10)

where a is the extinction cross section; n is the concentration.

For dense packing in a cubic lattice (n = 1/8 r-3) and cross

section a = 2 T r2, Formula (10) yields a still simpler criterion:

S; . (II)

The parameter K1 depends only weakly on radius for suffi-

ciently large particles. It varies within the limits 2 to 2.5,

provided Condition (7) is met.

It appears most probable, upon consideration of simple

models, that the difference in p between the dark and light

14



regions is explained as primarily due to a difference in a. The

latter, in turn, may have two causes: i) a difference in radii;

2) a difference in absorption coefficients.

Figure 11 shows the dependence of the single scattering

albedo and reduced albedo _ on the absorption coefficient and

particle .radius. -Two sets of curves were derived from Equations

(8) and (9). It was assumed that D = 0.5 and R = 0. The de-

pendence of T on 1 - a was calculated from Equation (5) for the

cases h E 1, S i1, K 1 = 2.0. Horizontal lines indicate the

levels p = 0.40 and 0.20, corresponding to the continents and

darkest seas. /16

The relation obtained imposes additional limitations on the
possible composition and radii of the particles of the Martian
soil. There are many indications that the reddish color of Mars
and various other optical properties of its surface are attri-
butable to the presence of goethite (limonite) Fe20 -nH20 (cf.,

e.g., [21 - 23]). On the other hand, the Martian soil contains
not less than 50 percent Si0 2 [24]. It is natural to consider

a hypothetical 2 oposition of a mixture of limonite and various

types of silicates. Figure 12 gives the dependence of the ab-
sorption coefficient at X = 1.4 microns on the goethite content

in mixtures of goethite + basalt and goethite + obsidian. The
optical constants of the adopted minerals were taken from [25,
26]. A comparison of the curves in Figures 11 and 12 leads to
the following conclusions:

1) In goethite + basalt mixtures, particles with radii

greater than 2 microns for the bright regions and 8

microns for the dark regions are excluded.

15



..2) In goethite + obsidian mixtures, particles with radii

greater than 30 microns for the bright regions and 100

microns for the dark regions are excluded.

3). If an identical particle radius is adopted for the con-

tinents and seas, the relative goethite content in the

soil of the seas is 3 - 4 times greater than in the

continental soil.

4) If an identical soil composition is adopted for the con-

tinental and sea regions, the radius-of the particles

in the sea regions is 3 - 4 times greater than in the

continental.

5) If particle radii approximately 1 micron are adopted

(as for the dust clouds [l, 12, 27]), then the relative

abundance of goethite in the continental regions amounts

to roughly 10 percent.

Infrared radiometry in the X > 8 micron band yields a mean

particle radius of about 100 microns, with local variations of

greater as well as smaller sizes [16, 17]. These local varia- /17

tions are uncorrelated with albedo, and consequently particles

of such great, sizes cannot account at all for the observed in-

tensity of the scattered radiation, unless they have a fine

structure on a micron scale. Thus, the available data indicate

a composite structure of the surface layer: it probably consists

of quite large particles (radii of tenths of a millimeter),

composed in turn of micron-sized particles [28].
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-. 5; Optical Depth of the Clouds During the Dust'-Storm

'This quantity can be evaluated from measurement of the con-

trast between the dark and. bright regions, data for which are

given in Table 2. In the period of a dust storm, we can no

longer consider the atmosphere as optically thin and, therefore,
neglect its influence. Formulas of types (2) and (3) are useless

here. It is necessary to apply the theory of light scattering

in an optically thick atmosphere in the presence.of an underlying

layer. For approximate evaluations, the asymptotic formulas

already frequently used above to evaluate the optical properties

of the soil are convenient. According to [191, the brightness

coefficient of a scattering atmosphere, having a finite optical

thickness TO , and situated above an underlying surface whose

albedo is An, equals

=he / A s /Y i (12)

where, Fe-'J, ', f/ is the angular dependence' of the

transmission coefficient. The first term of this expression is

equivalent to (5), but refers here to scattering in the atmos-

phere and not in the soil. As before, we set h 1,, S 1.

For values of g (p), we utilize, from [20], the approximate

relation

-it') ~1 (13)

which gives for both cases listed in Table 2, g () = 1.1. /18

Figures 13 and 14 give values of P, computed as a function

ffor values of = 0.040 and 0.025. The former

yields the maximum brightness coefficient 0.45 actually observed

17



on December 15. The latter case was studied in order to assess

the influence of a variation of the parameter +-i on the
results.

From an inspection of Figure 13, it follows that the ob-

served changes in Mare Cimmerium, between December 15 and Feb-

ruary 3, require for the first case TO  1.2. In the second

case, the value -, which is almost reduced by half, changes

T 0 by at most 20 percent. For December 27, as necessarily ex-

pected, an optical thickness slightly less than that of December

15 is obtained.

The results of this calculation procedure contain a certain

amount of uncertainty in connection with the fact that similar,

but at the same time entirely different, regions of the seas are

compared. Therefore, it is of interest to repeat them, compar-

ing the mean cont'rast of the darkest sea regions in the scans of

December 15 and 27 (about 0.30) with January 9, 16, and February

28 (0.45 - 0.50). From this we also obtain -o(3,)=I .

As mentioned earlier (Section 2), the photometric profiles

of the seas in the dust storm period appear not only '!shallower",

but substantially smoother. This difference in the degree of

smoothness is very marked: the amplitude of small fluctuations

in brightness from the mean for the February observation series

is 3 - 5 times greater than for the December series (in the

latitude zone north of - 400). If the fluctuations have an

"albedo" cause, then for such weakening, as seen from the curves

in Figures 13 and 14, Z'(J-x,) must be not less than 3. But in
this case, the average contrast of the seas is also reduced more
strongly than the observations indicate. Evidently, the fine

structure of the photometric profiles is basically related to

18



slopes, and we have the possibility of statistically analyzing /19

the latter from the photometric data obtained after the end of

the dust storm.
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Figure 11. Dependence of the single-scattering albedo.parameter (a)
and normal albedo (Po) of a semi-infinite layer on the volume absorp-
tion coefficient (k) and particle radius (r). For each radius case,
the thicker curveLrefers to lightly packed granules [Equation (8)],
and the thinner curve to dense packing [diffraction neglected, i.e.,

Equation (9) with R = 0]
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Figure 12. Dependence of the volume absorption
coefficient (k) on goethite content for mix-
tures of goethite plus basalt and goethite plus

obsidian
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Figure 13. Reflec.tivity coefficient of the planet averaged
over azimuth (I (.,An) ) for regions covered by clouds with
moderate optical=-depth An; (1 0 ) is the surface albedo.

Circled points and crosses give values of P and oi, (,q cor-
responding to the observations. The theoretical curves cor-

respond to the case i-oo,(,-)= 0.45
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retical curves for the caseL (oo,A)= 0.53
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